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Let p denote a free ultrafilter on the natural numbers A’ It is shown that N u (p} cannot be 
embedded Irk any countiblc product of La&m spaces. 
A LasStev space is a space which is the image of a metric space under a closed 
mapping. It is well known that a product of Lagnev spaces behaves quite badly 
with respect b local properties, Even a product of two La3nev spaces does not 
preserve Frechet property, sequentiality and countable tightness. (Se [Z], 161, 
[l; 2.3],) 
An interesting eneral problem is to determine which neighborhood filters can 
be embedded ina finite or countable product of LaGnev spaces. 
Let p be a free ultraf%er un the natural. numbers N In this note it is shown that 
N u {p) cannot be embedded in any countable pro3uct of Lagnev spaces. This 
answers the problem of T. Nogura [Sj. 
K. Napmi defined tho class of free Lcspaces and it that ciass he proved funda- 
mental theorems in dimension theory 143. The class is :rn intermediate class between 
that of L@nev spaces and that of &-spaces. He posed the following problem: 
Does there exist a free &space which cannot be t:mbedded in the product of 
countably many LaSnev spaces? 
v {Pf is a free r --space, our result also answers Nagami’s question. 
Before start&~~ the IprcmE sf our theorem, note @Bat we need only show that 
in any finite product sf LaSnev spaces because of 
olland 
A space with only one non-isolated point is denoted by D w {q}$ where q $5 the 
nun-isolated point. 
In this section, we shall show that if 6) w {q} can be crowded in 8 finite$&du@ 
of La&xv spaces under certain conditions, then we can get a diagmal en&&ding 
into another product of Lagnev sgaces. 
i 1 - 
ILet ?pj :nyG l Xi + Xi be projections. 
Th~aem 2, S~ppme that ci, ; i3 v {q) + ny_, 3; is an embedding into a finite product 
nyS I Xi O~U&UW spx~ such that B&(d) # *d(q) for e& da D a&k 2, . . . , n. 
Therr there exists a product nyz 1 (P v (qi)) of La&w spaces With oflly one non- 
isulated point and of t31e same cardinality such that D v (q] is hume~mopltric to the 
diagonal 
A=((d,..., d): dEDb{lql,. . . Ah 
To prove this, we need the following lemmas. 
Let X be a space and q E X. We denote by Xq the space with the same underlying 
set as X, for which each point of X\(q) is isolated and the neighborFood base at , 
the poirlt q in X9 is the same as in X 
!k~rna 1 [S]. &et .X be a LasSlev space. Then Xs is La&w fat each q E X. 
Lemma 2. Let ny=_, (Lqi u(ar)) be a prodwt of La#.nev spaces with only one 
non-isolated point and M c ny= 1 Ai. Then there exists anothet pm&ct nr_i (D v 
(qi)) of Lasitev spaces of the same catdij%ality as M, swch that M ~((tl~, l . . 9 a,)) 
is homeomorphic to M’v((q,, I . . ,qe))~flym, (Du(q& and l?r;‘(~)n 
C!!‘uC(q,, . * . . q,, )))I = 1 for each x E D v (ql), i = 1, . . . , n. 
. We !&;oJI only construct D u {ql}. Repeating this construction about e8ch 
‘reactor, wecan get the desired result. 
y as &(a)nM an 
n) be a disjoint uniun 
and q1 be a point which is not in D. Note that D is o!! the stame cmxlin 
Now it is easy to verify that 1%; : n 6 N} v {Vn : ~2 E N) forms a g-discrete base 
for a metrizable topology of Y and under the topology the map g beco.mes closed 
and-continuous, I&ice D v {q~} is a Lahx space. 
Now put 
M’= N#*~cx,w, nlix), l l . ) 7&l(x)): x E Al) 
Define a map 
t,!cMw((a~, . . . , a,)bM’u{(qx, a2,. *. 9 a,)) 
letting cl((a, . . . p a, 1) = (a 1, a2, . . . 9 GA and W) = ~4rl&~9 7;dL . . . 9 rn b.N for 
each x E M. Then the maC I/? is a homeomorphism and 
~~?(y)n(M”v{(g19 a~,. . . 9 a,)})I= 1 for each y ~.Dv{q~). 
This completes the proof. 
oi 08 2. Suppose 4 : D v {q} + fly= 1 Xi is an embedding into a product 
’ of Labev spaces uch that VI-+$(~) $ vi4 (q) for each d E .D and i = 1 9 . . . , n. By 
is a space with only one non-isolated point. 
Then the condition of Lemma 2 is fulfilled. 
(D v(qJ) such that 17$(x)n 
Let @N denote the Stonexech compactikatian of 1zT, 
It is convenient o discuss our problem in CSN; Far &qh,M c= Ni let *? = Cl&_w 
L et F be a closed subset af N*. We intro&.nce,a t pc&gy of X 7 N’u {@} ai &&ws: 
Each point of N is isolated and a neighborhood filter of {F} in X is {(N n U) u 
(F}: U E 4k& where Q& is the neighborhood filter af P ,in @N* 
A eauntable space with only one non-isolated point is denoted by N u ((I}. Here 
q is the non-isolated point and its filter of neighborhood restt+cted*to N is denoted 
by ZFY. We define the representation of q in N to be tha set 
Clearly N u {Fq} is homeomorphic to N w {q j. 
Lemma 3 [S]. Let Xi = N u {F’i) for each i = 1 ). . . , n, whwe each Ph f‘s a cbsed 
subset of N*. If there exists M c N” such that the neighborhood &ter of nF_, (Fi) 
restricted to M is an ultrafilter on M, then (ClqB~)nM) n r&, Fi is Q singleton. 
A space X is said to be Frkchet if whenever x E ClxA for some A c X, there 
exists a sequence {x,: n E N} CI. A converging to .Y. A La&ev space is known to 
be FrUet. 
Lemma 4 [3]. Let F be a closed subset of hr*. Tkrz N U{F) is a Ftichet space if 
and only lf F = Cl,&ntN*F). 
Lmma ,Q [S]. Let X = 1v u(F) be a LaJnev space. TTien for each p E F, there exists 
cc zero set ZP in N* such r>hat p E ZP c For otherwire p E ZP c N*\Int&‘~ 
Lemma 6. (1 j Let F be a closed set and Z be a wo set in N*. Suppose that there 
exists a point p such that p E Z and p E CIN*(F\(~}). Then the set F n 2 is infinite. 
(2 j Let F and .U be closed sets and Z be a zero ,c:et in N* such that F r~ H c 2. 
Ttaen Cl(F\Z) n Cl(H\ 
t 3) Let Fs: be closed i == 1 p , . . , n a& Z be a zero set in N*. Suppose 
p E CICE\Z j for each i, Y%en p E Cl(ne, F,\ 
loperl set it is clear. So we can assume ?ihat 
fir 
*, a for everv n 
each Then Cl~e{x,: n E 
C 
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. (2) .Let N*\Z = t_#A$ ; n E lVj be a disjoknt union of dopen sets. Since A z A F A 
H =0, there exist El: and Ct fur each. n EN such that Ai ; 3~ BE a=A.~, 
AfnHcC,*cA? and B$nC’,* = 96. Put B q= (_!{B$ rz EN} and C ,= 
1 JIC$ n e N). Then F\Z c B, H\Z c C, and B AC =0. It is well known ..-- 
that ths dosues of Tao disjoint cozero sets of N* are again disjoint. Hence 
Cl&B’r\ C&X = 0. *This proves CI(F\Z)nCl(H\Z) = 0. 
(3) For th-: case n = 2, suppose that p& Cl(Fl n Fz\Z). Then there exists a clopen 
neig”irborho~..i W of p such that W r\ (FI A Fz\Z) = 0. Put Ml = 0 A FI and HZ = 
U n& Then !& n Hz c: 2. Ry (2), @1(H1\2) A Cl( &\Z) = Bb, which contradicts f:he 
fact p E Cl(&\Z)n CX(F$Zf. For the general case we can prove by induction on n. 
Pmd of tima 3e We shtull show that N u { p} cannot be embedded inany finite 
product of Lagnev spaces by induction on the number of the factors. Nute that 
N u {p) cannot be embedded inany Lainev spaces because N w {p} is not Fr$chet. 
NOW assunt~&at Mu (p} cannot be embedded inany product of Lagnev spaces 
whose number of factors is less than n. 
Suppose that iM u {p} cm -lie embedded in a product ny= 1 Xi of Lagnev spaces. 
Let #:NU{F}-+~~_,Xi be an embedding onto a subset Mu((p~, . . . ,p,)} of 
nr’, A& Note that if /I t PI’ and p E Cl A, then A v (p} is homecmorphic to Iv v { ,}. 
Since N u {p} sannot be embedded inany product of Lakev spaces whose nun- her 
of factors is less than nT we have 
Thus we majr assume that w&(n) + v@(p) for n EN, i = 1, . . . , n. 
By Thectem 2, we can “assume that the product is of the form ny=, (N u{r7;,:}) 
where each Fi is a closed subset of N* and iV u {p) is homeomorphic to the diagonal 
Lt=#n;..., n): n E N)u( fi {Fd}}” 
i=l 
PutAN={(n,..., n): n E N}. Then by Lemma 3, 
generality, we nmay assume 
cE;;\IntFi for i=l,...,k 
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